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This paper takes an in-depth look at national security in terms of protecting the citizenry from threats to stability. The
reader gleans a stronger understanding of the parameters of national.

Truman sent it back for further review until he finally approved it in It described containment as "a policy of
calculated and gradual coercion" and called for significant peacetime military spending, in which the U. It was
evident that the limits the President had previously set on defense spending were too low. This is significant
because firstly, the Soviet Union is identified in the document as the antithesis of the United States, and
secondly, the Soviet Union is committed to extending its sphere of influence. A thorough knowledge of this
document is required for understanding U. After reading this document, they rapidly recognized the need for
militarization out of the interest of self-preservation. In other words, the aggressive nature of Soviet expansion
required a strong response from the U. This, of course, was phrased in a context of military exploits referring
to the military victory in World War I and World War II , and therefore emphasized military expansion. Also
crucial in understanding this document is the language. Indeed, primary sources must be read carefully, in
order to recognize themes or motifs. An example is the description of the international situation, as provoked
by the Soviet Union, as endemic. By using this language, it is clear that the authors wished to portray the
Soviet Union as a sickness, and the U. This message was received loud and clear, and dominated many foreign
policy decisions throughout the Cold War. When the report was sent to top officials in the Truman
administration for review before its official delivery to the President, many of them scoffed at its arguments.
Willard Thorp questioned its contention that the "USSR is steadily reducing the discrepancy between its
overall economic strength and that of the United States. The actual gap is widening in our favor. Steel
production in the US outpaced the Soviet Union by 2 million tons; stockpiling of goods and oil production
both far exceeded Soviet amounts. Kennan, although "father" of the containment policy, also disagreed with
the document, particularly its call for massive rearmament FRUS, , Vol. Truman , even after the Soviets
became a nuclear power, sought to curb military spending. In the ensuing two months, little progress was
made on the report. By June, Nitze had practically given up on it. But on 25 June , North Korean forces
crossed the 38th parallel north. As Acheson later remarked: It had to overcome isolationists, including Senator
Robert A. Taft , who wanted less world involvement, as well as intense anti-Communists such as James
Burnham who proposed an alternative strategy of rollback that would eliminate Communism or perhaps
launch a preemptive war. The State Department and the White House used the North Korean attack of June
and the see-saw battles during the first few months of the Korean War to steer congressional and public
opinion toward a course of rearmament between the two poles of preventive war and isolationism. It was an
important part of an overall shift in American foreign policy to a comprehensive containment strategy that was
confirmed by successive administrations. In scholar Paul Y. Conclusion[ edit ] This document is critical to
understanding the Cold War with its effect on similar national security documents such as the National
Security Strategy March , but also provides insight to current US foreign policy. By signing the document,
Truman provided a clearly defined and coherent US policy that did not really exist previously.
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- National Security Agency/Central Security Service The National Security Agency/Central Security Service (NSA/CSS)
was established in November to provide a cryptologic organization for the civilian and military leaders of the United
States and to provide them with timely information.

The reader gleans a stronger understanding of the parameters of national security as it relates to protecting a
political system from external threats as well as taking offensive measures in the name of national security.
National Security Overview For as long as nations have existed, the concept of national security has served as
their core interest. Institutions with the directive of assessing and taking action against international threats
have been established in every political system. Western nations have moved beyond traditional battlefields
and towards efforts to uncover clandestine conspirators. The security of their citizenry is insured by assessing
the strengths and motivations of those who pose a threat. This paper takes an in-depth look at national security
in terms of protecting the citizenry from threats to stability. The reader gleans a stronger understanding of the
parameters of national security as it relates to protecting a political system from external threats as well as
taking offensive measures in other nations in the name of national security. The Meaning of National Security
The central responsibility of the nation state is its own survival. Dangers, both immediate and potential,
consistently rest on the minds of political leaders. To defend against such threats to their way of life,
governments create networks, institutions, and agencies designed to locate and eliminate threats to national
security. National security has been part of the collective psyche of political leaders throughout history. As the
world became more integrated and interstate relations and conflict became more prevalent, national security
became a central guiding principal of nation states. In the years after its founding, the United States was not
forced to consider its vulnerability to military attack, instead focusing on maintaining alliances and developing
its domestic political infrastructure. The War of changed this sense of security, as British troops renewed their
conflict with the newly formed country. However, the image of the two newest symbols of American
democracy in flames left an indelible mark on American leaders regarding the necessity to protect the country
against attack. Historian John Lewis Gaddis commented in that, after the War of and the attack on
Washington, DC, Americans reacted differently to preventing potential future attacks, "by taking the
offensive, by becoming more conspicuous, neutralizing, and if possible overwhelming the sources of danger
rather than fleeing from them" Blatt, American policy pertaining to national security became proactive,
seeking to foil external conspiracies and anti-American fervor abroad. The general goals of this national
security agency were to gather information about remaining rebellious and destabilizing forces in the country,
to quell indigenous Hindu and Muslim elements that threatened continued violence in the region, and to better
gather intelligence on the friendly and hostile regimes of neighboring China, Russia and Afghanistan, as well
as nearby Middle Eastern, African, and Southeast Asian nations Dhar, As the examples of the early United
States of America and India under the British Crown demonstrate, there are two general themes of national
security. On one hand, intelligence and security agencies look inward at destabilizing elements that threaten
the country. On the other, they look outward at foreign elements which also pose a risk to national interests
and security. Security within Borders Civil Violence In , the government of the United States was faced with a
domestic rebellion. Farmers and producers of whiskey, upset by the fact that Congress had passed a new tax
on distilled products, boycotted the collection of taxes by intimidating and threatening tax collectors and
committing acts of. President George Washington called up approximately 13, militiamen to march on western
Pennsylvania, where the "Whiskey Rebellion" was most evident. Key leaders of the Rebellion were arrested,
but later released "Whiskey Rebellion," The incident represents one of America? Safeguarding the security
interests of a nation does not always mean defense against international threats. Counterfeiting Threats to
national security exist in numerous forms. In many cases, threats to national security are economic. For
example, counterfeit currency and the trade in illicit goods represents a significant threat to American
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businesses and the American economy. Counterfeit currency remains a viable threat to the economic
institutions of the United States. In fact, the existence of technology that can make a counterfeit bills have
made it easier to place such currencies into circulation. In , as the First World War wound down, The entire
section is 2, words. Unlock This Study Guide Now Start your hour free trial to unlock this page National
Security study guide and get instant access to the following:
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National Security Essay: National security is a protection of vital interests of the individual, society and the state in
various spheres of life, from external and internal threats, making possible sustainable development of the country.

The National Security Strategy Today, the United States is stronger and better positioned to seize the
opportunities of a still new century and safeguard our interests against the risks of an insecure world. The
strategy sets out the principles and priorities that describe how America will lead the world toward greater
peace and a new prosperity. We will lead with purpose, guided by our enduring national interests and values
and committed to advancing a balanced portfolio of priorities worthy of a great power. We will lead with
strength, harnessing a resurgent economy, increased energy security, an unrivaled military, and the talent and
diversity of the American people. We will lead by example, upholding our values at home and our obligations
abroad. We will lead with capable partners, mobilizing collective action and building partner capacity to
address global challenges. We will lead with all instruments of U. We will lead with a long-term perspective,
influencing the trajectory of major shifts in the security landscape today in order to secure our national
interests in the future. We will advance the security of the United States, its citizens, and U. Maintaining a
national defense that is the best trained, equipped, and led force in the world while honoring our promises to
service members, veterans, and their families. Working with Congress to end the draconian cuts imposed by
sequestration that threaten the effectiveness of our military and other instruments of power. Reinforcing our
homeland security to keep the American people safe from terrorist attacks and natural hazards while
strengthening our national resilience. Striving for a world without nuclear weapons and ensuring nuclear
materials do not fall into the hands of irresponsible states and violent non-state actors. Developing a global
capacity to prevent, detect, and rapidly respond to biological threats like Ebola through the Global Health
Security Agenda. Confronting the urgent crisis of climate change, including through national emissions
reductions, international diplomacy, and our commitment to the Green Climate Fund. We will advance a
strong, innovative, and growing U. Strengthening American energy security and increasing global access to
reliable and affordable energy to bolster economic growth and development worldwide. Opening markets for
U. Advancing a trade agenda â€” including the Trans-Pacific Partnership and Transatlantic Trade and
Investment Partnership â€” that creates good American jobs and shared prosperity. We will advance respect
for universal values at home and around the world by: Holding ourselves to the highest possible standard by
living our values at home even as we do what is necessary to keep our people safe and our allies secure.
Promoting and defending democracy, human rights, and equality while supporting countries such as Tunisia
and Burma that are transitioning from authoritarianism. Leading the way in confronting the corruption by
promoting adherence to standards of accountable and transparent governance. Leading the international
community to prevent and respond to human rights abuses and mass atrocities as well as gender-based
violence and discrimination against LGBT persons. Working with partners to reinforce and update the rules of
the road, norms, and institutions that are foundational to peace, prosperity, and human dignity in the 21st
century. Strengthening and growing our global alliances and partnerships, forging diverse coalitions, and
leading at the United Nations and other multilateral organizations. Rebalancing to Asia and the Pacific through
increased diplomacy, stronger alliances and partnerships, expanded trade and investment, and a diverse
security posture. Strengthening our enduring commitment to a free and peaceful Europe by countering
aggression and modernizing the NATO alliance to meet emerging threats. Pursuing a stable Middle East and
North Africa by countering terrorism, preventing Iran from obtaining a nuclear weapon, and reducing the
underlying sources of conflict. Building upon the success of the U. Promoting a prosperous, secure, and
democratic Western Hemisphere by expanding integration and leveraging a new opening to Cuba to expand
our engagement.
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This white paper is the next stage in the government's reform of its powers in relation to protecting national security from
hostile actors' acquisition of control over entities or assets.

That said, however, it is understood that in the adversarial environment that prevails, this report can only
provide a beginning point for the dialogue necessary to reach such a "common" understanding. However, "this
report was not to be a neutral planning document, as many academics and even some in uniform think it to be.
Rather it was â€¦ intended to serve five primary purposes. Communicate with select domestic audiences, such
as political supporters seeking Presidential recognition of their issues, and those who hope to see a coherent
and farsighted strategy they could support. Create internal consensus on foreign and defense policy within the
executive branch. Contribute to the overall agenda of the President, both in terms of substance and messaging.
Where the incoming executive team has not formulated a national security strategy, such as an after an
election in which foreign policy and defense were not important campaign issues, the process of writing the
report can be of immense importance: Few things educate new political appointees faster as to their own
strategic sensings, or to the qualities and competencies of the "permanent" government they lead within
executive bureaucracies, than to have to commit in writing to the President their plans for the future and how
they can be integrated, coordinated and otherwise shared with other agencies and departments. The ability to
forge consensus among these competing views on direction, priorities and pace, and getting "on board"
important players three political levels down from the president is recognized as an invaluable, if not totally
daunting, opportunity for a new administration. Previous national security strategies[ edit ] The National
Security Strategy issued on September 17, was released in the midst of controversy over the Bush doctrine of
pre-emptive war which is contained therein. The new document named China and Russia as "revisionist
powers" while removing "climate change" as a national threat. Notice, though, that those two pages lead
directly to a third page that repudiates the whole living body of American foreign policy thought. Everything
since Ronald Reagan is rejected in two short paragraphs which explain exactly what four successive
administrations got wrong. A belief emerged, among many, that American power would be unchallenged and
selfâ€”sustaining. The United States began to drift. We experienced a crisis of confidence and surrendered our
advantages in key areas. As we took our political, economic, and military advantages for granted, other actors
steadily implemented their long-term plans to challenge America and to advance agendas opposed to the
United States, our allies, and our partners. We stood by while countries exploited the institutions we helped to
build. They subsidized their industries, forced technology transfers, and distorted markets. Each time
government encroached on the productive activities of private commerce, it threatened not only our prosperity
but also the spirit of creation and innovation that has been key to our national greatness.
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5: Our Security, Our Rights: National Security Green Paper,
NATIONAL SECURITY STRATEGY II The whole world is lifted by America's renewal and the reemergence of American
leadership. After one year, the world knows that America is prosperous, America is.

Our Security, Our Rights: Equally fundamental is the responsibility to uphold the Constitution of Canada, and
to ensure all laws respect the rights and freedoms we enjoy as people living in a free and democratic country.
Those concerns have not diminished since the passage of the ATA, The Government is committed to
openness, transparency, and accountability. Reflecting the seriousness with which the Government regards the
concerns about the ATA, , our mandate letters direct us to work together to repeal its problematic elements
and introduce new legislation that strengthens accountability and national security. In this respect, we have
made commitments to: In addition, we are establishing a statutory national security and intelligence committee
of parliamentarians with broad access to classified information to examine how national security institutions
are working. Further, we are also launching the Office of the community outreach and counter-radicalization
coordinator to provide national coordination on preventing radicalization to violence; work with partners
across communities, provinces, stakeholders and experts to ensure community resiliency; and, to develop a
national strategy involving programming, policy and research. These are our commitments thus far, but we
know more can be done. We do not view this as a simple exercise of repealing some legislative provisions and
enacting new ones. Our aim is to ensure that the right tools are available to law enforcement and security
officials, that they are appropriate, and that they are in keeping with Canadian values. This discussion is
necessary if Canadians are to be appropriately informed about national security matters and empowered to
contribute to â€” and influence - elements of that framework. This Green Paper has been prepared to facilitate
the process of providing us with your views. It will also serve as the foundation for the consultation that will
take place in the coming months. We sincerely hope that you will take the time to read this material and join in
this discussion. We look forward to your contributions to what, we are sure you will agree, is a timely and
truly important national initiative. Together we can ensure that the Government appropriately achieves a
framework that upholds both security and rights. Since the Anti-terrorism Act, threats to our domestic and
international security have continued to evolve. New terrorist groups â€” including the so-called Islamic State
of Iraq and the Levant ISIL â€” have emerged and engineered chaos and destruction in many parts of the
world. Increasing numbers of Canadians have travelled to the Middle East to join terrorist organizations,
including Daesh. And extremist narratives have motivated a number of Canadians to plot and pursue attacks
against domestic targets. Indeed, the principal terrorist threat to Canada remains the possibility of violent
extremists carrying out attacks within our borders. Our national security institutions share a duty to keep
Canadians safe â€” and they do so daily. At the same time, these agencies are themselves subject to measures
to keep them accountable to Canadians and ensure that the rule of law is respected. In a world of uncertainty,
risk and rapid change, do we have the tools necessary to keep people safe â€” and are we using all our tools in
ways that also safeguard our values? The Government urges Canadians to use this consultation process to be
active partners in revamping our national security framework. We want policies that are more informed and
better reflect the nature of the country we share. Counter-terrorism efforts represent a complex and deeply
charged area of public policy. People have strong perspectives and clear opinions, as they should on matters of
such importance. Each of the following chapters briefly outlines the issues at hand and gives a sense of the
relevant challenges. Other documents available online â€” including an expanded background document â€”
provide more detailed, technical information on issues. You are invited and encouraged to respond online and
share your views on this Green Paper and the associated documents. We have before us the opportunity to
build the national security framework we want for our country â€” a framework that reflects Canadian values
and priorities, and the nature and character of who we are and how we want to live in the world.
Accountability To protect our national security, a number of government agencies are given the power to
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collect intelligence and enforce laws. Much of this work is very sensitive and confidential. We must make
certain that a system is in place to ensure the accountability of these agencies. That is how Canadians will
know that our intelligence and law enforcement powers are being exercised with great care, in a way that
respects the Charter. Ministerial Oversight In addition to the Prime Minister, two ministers in particular have
important responsibilities related to national security and intelligence gathering: All Ministers are directly
accountable to Parliament for the activities of their agencies. The Judiciary Courts play an important role in
national security. For example, they rule on whether a warrant will be issued to allow the use of intrusive
powers to investigate a threat. That is one way of ensuring that our security efforts respect the Charter. The
courts also examine and judge whether the methods used to secure arrests and prosecutions were justifiable
and proper. And they have the authority to provide remedies in appropriate cases in relation to law
enforcement misconduct. Independent Review There are independent, non-partisan review bodies that
scrutinize the activities of certain government agencies. Their task is straightforward: There are three such
review bodies: All three review bodies have a mandate to review activities and hear complaints. Each
produces an annual public report that summarizes its activities. Parliament Parliament holds Ministers to
account for the actions of the agencies they oversee. It also considers, debates and votes on legislation relating
to national security matters. House of Commons and Senate committees can also examine policy issues related
to national security, and conduct studies of government activities and existing or proposed legislation.
Currently, most Parliamentarians do not have access to classified information, which limits their ability to
fully examine national security issues. The Government has therefore committed to creating a new national
security and intelligence committee made up of Parliamentarians who will be given broad access to classified
material. The Privacy Commissioner, for instance, can examine how personal information is handled. The
Information Commissioner can investigate complaints regarding access to information requests. Commissions
of Inquiry Commissions can be established to impartially investigate issues of national importance. Over the
past decade, three separate Commissions of Inquiry have examined certain national security agencies. The
three Commissions of Inquiry are: It is not a crime to be a radical, nor to have radical thoughts or ideas. But as
a society, our goal must be to prevent violence of all kinds, including violence committed in the name of
radical ideologies or beliefs, and activities that support such violence such as facilitation and financing. To do
this, we must better understand how and why violent radicalization typically takes root. And we must ask
ourselves: What more can we do to prevent people from becoming radicalized to violence? Here is what we
know: It frequently takes place within networks and communities, both physical and virtual the Internet often
plays a critical role. Radicalization to violence can be incited by friends, mentors or other influential
individuals. Association with radicalized people can influence others to adopt a similar perspective. What Are
We Currently Doing? In the Government of Canada, a number of agencies play a role in addressing
radicalization to violence: The RCMP trains officers on how to recognize early warning signs of
radicalization. It also leads interventions in an effort to divert those on the path to violence. Correctional
Service Canada conducts tailored interventions for individuals in prison who have radicalized to violence, or
are at risk of doing so. What More Can We Do? Activities to be supported by this office could include:
Empowering local leaders to strengthen community resilience and develop early intervention programs can be
an effective way of preventing radicalization to violence. Radicalization to violence is, in Canada,
disproportionately common among young people - it is important to reach out and support youth in ways that
are meaningful to them. Promoting positive alternative narratives through credible voices is one way to
diminish the influence of violent, radical messages. By engaging academics, think tanks and other Canadians,
we can collect best practices and ensure the most effective means are being used to counter radicalization to
violence. Knowing what works will help inform future policy in this area. Threat Reduction Here is how our
system has worked for the past 30 years: CSIS collects information on suspected threats to the security of
Canada and Canadians, at home and abroad. CSIS advises other agencies of government â€” law enforcement,
for example â€” about the threats. These other agencies act on the information. CSIS cannot arrest people. But
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it now has the authority to take timely action to reduce a threat â€” disrupting financial transactions, for
instance, or interfering with terrorist communications. To investigate, CSIS needs to have reasonable grounds
to suspect that an activity is a threat. For threat reduction measures, CSIS has a higher threshold â€” it must
have reasonable grounds to believe that an activity is a threat. All threat reduction measures must be
reasonable and proportional in the circumstances, and are subject to explicit restrictions. According to
direction from the Minister of Public Safety and Emergency Preparedness, CSIS must also perform a risk
assessment â€” and consult law enforcement and other agencies, as appropriate â€” for each threat reduction
measure. Depending on the actions it plans to take, the law requires that CSIS might have to get a warrant to
proceed, especially if the measures would potentially affect the rights of Canadians as enshrined in the
Charter. Domestic National Security Information Sharing National security threats can emerge and evolve
quickly. Information must be gathered and shared among government agencies to ensure a full understanding
of a potential threat, as various agencies can have different pieces of the full picture. However, these rules are
complex. It is sometimes difficult for one agency to know whether it can share information with another
agency, and in some cases, there is no authority to share. This can affect our awareness of, and response to, an
emerging national security threat. Here is some important background: Disclosure is not permitted without the
consent of the individual to whom the information relates, other than in certain circumstances, some of which
may apply to national security information sharing. For example, the Department of Immigration, Refugees
and Citizenship Canada will share with CSIS some personal information of applicants for permanent resident
status in our country.
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NSC, National Security Council Paper NSC (entitled "United States Objectives and Programs for National Security" and
frequently referred to as NSC) was a Top-Secret report completed by the U.S. Department of State's Policy Planning
Staff on April 7,
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Protecting our borders from the illegal movement of weapons, drugs, contraband, and people, while promoting lawful
trade and travel, is essential to homeland security, economic prosperity, and national sovereignty.
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